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Avaya   RingCentral   Partnership  
By   Dave   Michels,   October   2019  

1. Announcement   Overview  
1. On   Thursday,   October   3,   after   the   markets   closed,   Avaya   and   RingCentral   announced   a   strategic  

partnership   during   the   RingCentral   Analyst   event   in   Menlo   Park,   California.   
2. Under   this   agreement,   Avaya   becomes   what   is   being   referred   to   as   a   “super”   master   agent   for  

RingCentral   with   an   exclusive   co-branded   offer:   Avaya   Cloud   Office   (ACO)   by   RingCentral.   ACO   will   be  
available   in   Q1-20.  

3. ACO   includes   calling,   meeting,   and   messaging   from   RingCentral.   The   service   will   be   billed   by  
RingCentral,   and   Avaya   earns   commissions   on   sales.   RingCentral   is   paying   Avaya   an   advance   on   future  
commissions   of   $375M.   

4. The   companies   will   co-develop   migration   tools   to   facilitate   a   migration   from   Avaya   to   RingCentral  
products   (presumably   for   IP   Office   migrations).  

5. The   result   should   allow   both   companies   to   expand   into   accounts   that   were   previously   out   of   reach.   
6. Avaya   also   announced   its   intent   to   launch   a   new   CCaaS   early   next   year.   This   is   not   a   new   commitment.   
7. The   announcement   was   made   after-hours,   but   both   companies   saw   their   stock   prices   increase   about  

30%   on   the   following   day   of   trading.   
8. These   companies   are   giants.   Avaya   is   a   global   leader   in   UC   and   CC   with   a   customer   base   that   serves  

100M   users,   and   RingCentral   is   the   leader   in   UCaaS   with   about   2M   subscribers.   Avaya’s   market   cap   has  
been   in   decline   and   hovers   around   $1.5B,   and   RingCentral’s   market   cap   is   increasing   at   around   $13.5B.  

2. Announcement   Details  
1. RingCentral   will   buy   $125M   aggregate   principal   amount   of   3%   convertible   and   redeemable   preferred  

stock,   thereby   obtaining   approximately   a   6%   position   in   Avaya   (under   10%   so   no   public   disclosure   is  
required).   

2. RingCentral   will   pay   Avaya   an   advance   of   $375M,   predominantly   for   future   commissions   and   primarily  
paid   in   stock.   This   brings   RingCentral’s   total   investment   to   $500M.   

3. RingCentral   does   not   intend   to   raise   capital   for   this   transaction.   It   will   use   stock   and   cash   on   hand.   
4. Avaya   agrees   not   to   develop   new   or   existing   multi-tenant   UCaaS   offers.   Avaya   will   likely   replace   its  

PoweredBy   and   Zang   (2600Hz   partnership)   UCaaS   services,   but   no   formal   plans   have   been   shared   at  
this   time.   

5. The   agreement   does   not   require   shareholder   approval.   Both   boards   have   endorsed   the   agreement,  
and   the   agreement   is   expected   to   close   this   quarter.  

6. RingCentral   becomes   an   exclusive   provider   of   UCaaS   to   Avaya.   
7. Avaya   expects   it   will   realize   more   revenue   and   gross   profit   from   an   ACO   seat   than   a   premises-based   UC  

seat   over   five   years.   We   can   compare   this   to   an   11-month   payback   it   reported   on   UC   to   UCaaS  
conversions   last   December.   Underlying   assumptions   were   not   disclosed.   

8. The   partnership   is   enabling   Avaya   to   buyback   stock   and   reduce   its   debt.  
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3. What’s   in   It   for   Avaya?  
1. The   partnership   allows   Avaya   to   focus   on   its   core   premises-based   and   private   cloud   offers   for   UC   and  

CC,   to   launch   CCaaS,   and   increase   focus   on   CPaaS   and   emerging   technologies.  
2. This   allows   Avaya   to   get   compensated   for   customers   that   want   to   move   to   UCaaS   without   incurring  

significant   major   costs   associated   with   building   out   UCaaS.  
3. Provides   Avaya’s   partner   ecosystem   with   a   highly   competitive,   Avaya   branded   public   UCaaS   offer  

where   one   previously   did   not   exist  
4. Avaya   adds   to   its   portfolio   a   best-in-class   UCaaS   service   from   RingCentral.   
5. Avaya,   potentially,   unlocks   a   new   channel   for   handsets   and   headsets   into   the   RingCentral   base.   

 

4. What’s   in   It   for   RingCentral?  
1. The   partnership   positions   RingCentral   as   the   default   UCaaS   provider   to   Avaya’s   installed   base   (about  

100M   seats)   and   partner   network.   Note:   Avaya   is   currently   reporting   100M   users,   but   claimed   140M   last  
December.   

2. It   could   lower   RingCentral’s   customer   acquisition   cost   and   accelerate   growth.  
3. The   $500M   investment   is   mostly   an   advance   ($375M)   on   future   commissions.   The   investment   buys   them  

targeted   access   to   a   huge   base   and   equity   into   Avaya   trading   at   a   near   two-year   low.   While   the  
investment   has   a   potential   strong   return,   it   is   a   significant   investment   for   RingCentral.  

4. Significantly   strengthens   RingCentral   as   a   global   provider   (but   it   is   not   as   global   as   Avaya).  
5. Positions   RingCentral   to   break   from   the   UCaaS   pack   and   sell   (via   partners)   into   larger   customers.  

5. New   from   Avaya  
1. Just   two   days   after   the   announcement,   Avaya   made   several   announcements   at   the   Gitex   conference   —   a  

few   of   which   pertain   to   cloud-delivered   services   from   Avaya.   
2. Avaya   IX-CC   was   introduced   as   a   next   generation   CCaaS.   It   is   described   as   a   multi-tenant   cloud   service  

appropriate   for   small   businesses   to   large   enterprises.   This   has   an   entirely   new,   built   for   cloud,  
multi-tenant   architecture.   

3. Avaya   announced   that   its   Avaya   IX-CC   is   being   launched   in   the   UAE   in   Microsoft   Azure   data   centers   (in  
Abu   Dhabi   and   Dubai).   Avaya   intends   to   expand   the   service   into   other   global   regions.   This   is   likely   the  
CCaaS   that   Avaya   committed   to   delivering   within   a   year.   

4. New   subscription   pricing   models   for   UC   and   CC   solutions   allows   customers   to   move   from   capex   to   opex  
models.   Includes   new   software   updates   and   ability   to   flex   consumption   up   to   20%    Available   immediately  
for   all   Avaya   UC   and   CC,   with   incentives.   

5. Avaya   also   previewed   IX   Onespace,   a   customizable   workspace   client   that   integrates   multiple  
communication   channels   and   applications   into   a   single,   personalized   interface.   Onespace   is   a   universal  
front-end   for   multiple   API-enabled   services,   including   communications   and   collaboration   services   from  
the   Avaya   Suite   as   well   as   third-party   applications.   The   product   is   being   introduced   in   EMEA   and   APAC.   It  
integrates   with   Microsoft   Teams   and   Slack,   and   presumably   will   integrate   with   ACO   calling,   meeting,   and  
messaging   in   the   future.   
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6. Dave’s   Thoughts  
Winners  

1. Avaya   UC   and   customers.   This   signals   to   Avaya   customers   that   Avaya   will   refocus   its   efforts   on   UC   and  
CC   (and   the   company   committed   to   a   new   CCaaS   within   one   year)   and   stop   chasing   UCaaS.   It   frees   up  
resources   (money   and   talent).   Avaya   will   be   able   to   offer   its   customers   a   seamless   migration   to   UCaaS  
without   having   to   build   it.   

2. Avaya's   channel   partners.   ACO   represents   one   of   the   more   interesting   new   offers   for   channel   partners  
to   present   to   the   Avaya-loyal   customer   base.   

3. RingCentral   now   has   an   inside   track   for   UCaaS   migration   for   Avaya   customers.   This   is   combined   with   its  
UCaaS   market   leadership   and   portfolio   that   includes   messaging,   meeting,   and   contact   center.   

4. Full-suite   competitor   providers   that   can   offer   an   all-in-one   UCaaS,   CCaaS,   CPaaS,   Meetings,   and  
Messaging   (or   most   of   these   products),   as   they   can   target   Avaya   customers   with   a   single-provider  
alternative.   

5. Avaya   hardware   may   become   the   preferred   brand/partner   for   RingCentral   phones   and   headsets.   Note:  
both   companies   have   a   minority   equity   stake   in   each   other.   

Losers  
6. Hardware   Partners   to   RingCentral   such   as   Poly.   With   RingCentral’s   equity   stake,   Avaya   endpoints   and  

headsets   could   become   the   default   supplier   for   RingCentral.   
7. Other   UCaaS   Providers.   Since   RingCentral   essentially   becomes   the   default   path   to   UCaaS,   it   will   be  

harder   for   others   to   target   the   Avaya   base.   
8. InContact.   RingCentral’s   primary   CCaaS   partner   today   is   inContact.   A   cozy   relationship   with   Avaya,  

which   is   committed   to   delivering   its   own   CCaaS,   could   endanger   that   relationship.   Although   Avaya  
CCaaS   appears   to   be   excluded   from   the   partnership.   RingCentral’s   gross   revenue   on   inContact   is   about  
$60M   per   year.   

9. The   employees   and   pioneering   customers   at   Avaya   that   worked   to   develop/adopt   UCaaS   offers   such   as  
“PoweredBy   Avaya”   and   Zang   Office   solutions.   

Concerns   and   Unknowns  
10. There   is   tremendous   potential   for   this   partnership,   but   currently   there’s   a   lot   of   ambiguity.   Many   details  

are   expected   to   emerge   over   the   next   few   quarters.   
11. A   major   area   of   concern   regarding   this   go-to-market   partnership   is   customer   ownership.   We   recently   saw  

issues   with   this   regarding   Avaya   UC   and   Avaya   sold   (Extreme   supported)   networking   gear.   Customer  
ownership   (design,   upsell,   and   support)   is   actually   split   between   Avaya,   RingCentral,   and   the   channel  
partner.   Who   does   what   needs   clarification.   Discrepancies   regarding   customer   ownership   were   visible   on  
announcement   day.   

12. Beyond   UCaaS   and   devices,   there   are   additional   areas   for   the   two   companies   to   collaborate.   
13. Avaya   and   RingCentral   are   attempting   to   work   together,   but   these   companies   are   competitors.   For   some  

customers,   Avaya’s   UC   (especially   cloud-hosted   ReadyNow)   will   directly   compete   with   RingCentral’s  
UCaaS.   

14. The   agreement   is   a   bit   open-ended,   and   hopefully,   the   companies   will   soon   clarify   go-to-market   details  
around   the   scope   of   this   partnership   regarding   regions,   products,   and   customer   types.   Both   companies  
offer   meetings,   messaging,   and   contact   center   solutions.   Both   companies   are   international,   and   both  
companies   service   small-to-very-large   customers.   
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15. Channel   partners   (and   customers)   will   compare   ACO   to   RingCentral   Office   including   packaging   and  
compensation   differences.   We   do   not   know   at   this   time   if/how   these   packages   will   be   different   or   how  
these   differences   will   evolve   over   time.   

16. RingCentral   will   name   a   new,   independent   member   to   Avaya’s   Board   of   Directors.   This   person   will   not   be  
a   RingCentral   employee.   

17. Avaya   resellers   are   accustomed   to   higher   margins   than   what’s   typically   associated   with   agent   programs.  
Avaya   may   find   it   challenging   to   incentivize   its   channel   partners   to   embrace   this   program.   

18. Avaya   intends   to   buy   back   “up   to”   $500M   of   outstanding   shares,   pay   down   $250M   of   debt,   launch  
ACO,   and   launch   a   new   (global)   CCaaS.   Not   to   mention   normal   operations   including   the   new   launch   of  
Avaya   Spaces.   Avaya   has   not   yet   explained   how   it   will   fund   all   all   this.   

19. Competitors   will   likely   attempt   to   match   the   simplified   migration   path   of   ACO.   Tools   from   the   likes   of  
Starfish   Software   and   VOSS   are   available   for   both   UC   and   CC   migrations.   

20. The   “PoweredBy”   future   is   unknown.   Will   the   service   remain,   remain   in   some   markets,   or   go   away?   It   is  
not   clear   to   me   that   PoweredBy   (single-tenant   virtualized   IPO)   is   competitive   to   ACO   though   there   is  
some   overlap.   

21. The   ReadyNow   offer   is   not   impacted   by   the   partnership.   ReadyNow   is   targeted   to   larger,   more   complex  
users,   however,   the   ACO   offer   is   not   limited   to   small   business.   

22. Will   an   ACO   customer   using   an   Avaya   contact   center   solution   use   Avaya   Spaces   for   messaging,   or   will   it  
use   RingCentral   Glip,   or   both?   How   does   Avaya   service   a   current   customer   that   wants   UCaaS   in   a   market  
that   RingCentral   does   not   serve?   

23. How   important   is   a   combined   UC/CC   offer?   Only   a   few   companies   still   offer   both   UC/UCaaS   and  
CC/CCaaS.   Avaya   previously   suggested   the   value   of   a   single   vendor   solution   for   both   UC   and   CC.   Avaya  
CCaaS   will   now   compete   more   squarely   with   other   CCaaS-only   offers   such   as   inContact   and   Five9.   

24. How   will   Avaya   incentivize   its   own   sales   staff   and   its   channel   partners   to   embrace   ACO?   IP   Office   and  
PoweredBy   sales   are   up,   and   Avaya   is   building   out   a   stronger   portfolio   with   new   solutions   such   as   IX  
Onespace,   IX-CCaaS,   and   Avaya   Spaces.   

25. Will   Avaya   customers   accept   a   RingCentral   solution   from   Avaya?   They   will   likely   evaluate   alternatives,  
including   a   direct   relationship   with   RingCentral.   

26. What   occurs   after   the   agreement   term?   If   this   agreement   is   successful,   many   of   Avaya’s   customers   will  
transition   to   RingCentral.   

27. How   much   RNG   stock   will   Avaya   receive?   It   is   not   clear   if   the   $375M   in   stock   is   pegged   to   the   closing   date  
or   the   announcement   date.   The   number   of   shares   RingCentral   will   provide   are   likely   decreasing   as   its  
stock   price   increases.   

28. Is   the   $375M   advance   a   payment   in   full?   If   actual   sales   exceed   planned   forecasts,   will   additional  
commissions   be   paid?   

29. It   is   not   clear   if   RingCentral   Engage   Digital   or   other   RingCentral   services   that   are   positioned   to  
complement   contact   center   implementations   can/will   be   sold   to   Avaya   CC   customers.   

30. How   will   ACO   compete   with   other   RingCentral   offers   such   as   RingCentral   Office   and   RingCentral  
Office@Hand   from   AT&T   (today   or   in   the   future)?   

31. It’s   assumed   ACO   and   RingCentral   office   will   be   fairly   similar   services,   but   that   may   change.   There’s   no  
assurance   that   these   suites   will   evolve   in   the   same   way.   
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Final   Thoughts  
32. Shareholders   are   the   first   priority.   Avaya   clearly   stated   that   it   heard   its   shareholders’   desire   to   have  

capital   returned   to   them.   This   deal   triggers   a   significant   buyback   of   shares   —   about   40%   of   market  
cap.   I   suspect   Avaya   CEO   Chirico   was   under   considerable   pressure   to   do   a   deal.   

33. It   is   surprising   to   me   that   Avaya   accepted   a   master   agent   role   (other   master   agents   include   AVANT,  
Intelisys,   Telarus,   TBI)   vs.   an   OEM   role   (such   as   AT&T’s   relationship   with   RingCentral).   The   OEM   model  
would   allow   Avaya   to   directly   invoice   services   and   maintain   account   control.   Master   agent   businesses  
operate   very   efficiently   on   thin   margins.   

34. ACO   is   a   bit   of   an   unusual   structure.   It’s   Avaya   branded,   but   delivered   and   invoiced   by   RingCentral.   It   is  
not   a   typical   agent   model   nor   reseller   model.   The   solution   is   not   owned,   controlled,   or   hosted   by  
Avaya.   Investors   will   likely   value   it   more   as   a   reseller   arrangement   than   a   native   SaaS   play.   

35. Avaya   has   a   large   opportunity   ahead   of   it   regarding   enterprise   CC   and   CCaaS.   It   is   a   CC   leader,   and  
there   is   no   clear   CCaaS   leader.   To   claim   it,   Avaya   must   leverage   its   large   base,   innovate,   and   clearly  
articulate   its   vision   and   roadmap.   

36. Avaya   is   still   going   to   build   a   cloud   service.   This   is   an   expensive   undertaking   involving   infrastructure  
build-out,   compliance,   regulatory   approvals,   billing,   and   more.   

37. The   deal   represents   a   significant   capitulation   of   prior   strategies.   Since   Chirico   became   CEO   at   the   end  
of   2017,   Avaya   has   championed   a   cloud   transformation.   He   was   quick   to   hire   Avaya’s   first   VP   of   Cloud  
and,   soon   after   that,   acquired   Spoken.   A   year   later,   the   VP   of   Cloud   was   replaced.   There   have   been  
other   investments   and   announcements   along   the   way,   including   a   multi-tenant   PoweredBy   Avaya  
launch   and   a   UCaaS   offer   in   Germany.   

38. There’s   a   reasonable   argument   that   this   arrangement   will   be   more   profitable   for   Avaya   than  
developing   its   own   UCaaS   (considering   the   cost   to   develop,   implement,   sell,   and   iterate).   

39. This   partnership   will   likely   accelerate   RingCentral’s   expansion   into   larger   accounts.   
40. Two   important   successes   weakened   Avaya’s   position.   First,   CEO   Jim   Chirico   has   a   strong   operations  

background   and   keeps   Avaya   running   very   efficiently.   So   efficiently   that   PE   investors   may   not   have  
been   able   to   find   operational   inefficiencies.   Second,   Avaya   has   worked   hard   to   transform   its  
single-tenant   IPO   into   a   multi-tenant   solution.   This   creates   an   overlap   with   ACO   and   forces   Avaya   to  
shutter   a   reasonably   successful   program.   

41. While   it   appears   Avaya   is   exiting   UCaaS,   it’s   not.   Avaya   was   not   featured   in   either   Gartner’s   UCaaS  
Magic   Quadrant   or   the   Forrester   UCaaS   Wave   in   2019.   It’s   exiting   the   obligation   (and   pressure)   to   build  
its   own   UCaaS   offer.   

42. UC   and   UCaaS   are   increasingly   viewed   as   commodities   and   require   complementary   services   for  
differentiation.   It   makes   sense   for   Avaya   to   continue   providing   UC   premises-based   and   private   cloud  
solutions,   as   the   cost   is   relatively   minor   and   the   market   has   a   long   tail   ahead   of   it.   

43. RingCentral   is   innovating   at   a   rapid   pace.   In   addition   to   its   leading   UCaaS   offer,   it   has   a   very   robust  
messaging   platform   (Glip).   Recent   briefings   from   RingCentral   indicated   expansion   of   its   meetings   and  
contact   center   solutions.   

44. There   is   general   agreement   that   the   industry   is   transitioning   from   UC   to   UCaaS.   Avaya   is   effectively  
conceding   the   UCaaS   space   to   a   partner   in   order   to   focus   on   premises-based   and   private   cloud   UC,   CC,  
and   a   new   CCaaS.   Avaya   is   positioning   itself   as   an   integrator   with   regard   to   UCaaS.   

45. There   is   upside   for   both   companies   with   this   arrangement,   however,   Avaya   carries   the   brunt   of   the   risk.  
Avaya   is   risking   its   direct   UCaaS   present   and   future,   its   combined   UCaaS/CCaaS   proposition,   as   well   as   its  
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customer   base   and   account   control.   RingCentral   is   risking   $500M,   but   most   of   that   is   an   advance   on  
commissions,   and   its   $125M   in   cash   will   be   converted   to   AVYA   stock.   
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